A spatial impulse response based method for determining effective geometrical parameters for spherically focused transducers.
This paper proposes a novel method for determining effective geometrical parameters (GPs) of spherically focused transducer. Theoretical basis of the method is the spatial impulse response method (SIRM) that is a powerful tool to calculate transient fields from a piston-like transducer. Experimentally, the method is implemented by measuring arrival times of the pulse signals (either transmission or pulse echo signals) and using them to determine the time intervals between the direct and edge wave pulses. Since the time intervals for a given measurement position depend on the transducer's GPs, then the effective GPs can be obtained. The measurements are carried out in the near-field so that the time intervals can be resolved. The proposed method has been applied to a spherically focused transducer operating in pulse echo mode. The results have shown that the effective GPs used in the SIRM give a closer agreement between the theory and the measurements than the nominal GPs. The method is best suited for characterizing broadband transducers with short pulse excitations. With certain modification it can be also applied to narrowband transducers. The method can be also applied to transducers of other shapes, e.g., planar circle, and planar or curved rectangle provided the piston approximation is appropriate.